This endorsement modifies coverage provided under the following:

**PUBLIC ENTITY LIABILITY**

**CURRENT MEMBER INACTIVE SPECIAL DISTRICT STATUS**

**PLEASE READ CAREFULLY.**

This endorsement affords modified coverage under the Public Entity Liability Coverage Form to **Named Member** that is an "inactive special district" as defined in C.R.S. § 32-1-103(9.3). As a condition precedent to coverage as modified by this endorsement, the board of directors of the **Named Member** must have adopted a resolution of inactive special district status and filed notice of such status with the Division of Local Government pursuant to and for the purposes set forth under C.R.S. § 32-1-104(3)-(5), including initial notice of inactive status pursuant to C.R.S. § 32-1-104(3) and, for each year of inactive status thereafter, a notice of continuing inactive status pursuant to C.R.S. § 32-1-104(4).

**Section I - COVERAGE AGREEMENTS** is amended to include the **Named Member(s)** identified on the **Declarations** as holding inactive special district status pursuant to and in compliance with C.R.S. § 32-1-103(9.3) and 32-1-104(3)-(5).

**Section I - COVERAGE AGREEMENTS** is amended to provide that only Coverage A, Coverage B, Coverage C, and Coverage D apply. Coverage E, Coverage F, and Coverage G are deleted in their entirety.

**Section III - SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS DEFENSE** is amended to provide that A., B., C., D., E., F., G., and H. are deleted in their entirety.

**Section IV - ADDITIONAL COVERAGES** is amended to provide that Additional Coverage A. through Additional Coverage J., inclusive, is deleted in their entirety.

Coverage as modified by this endorsement is available only to a **Named Member** that is an "inactive special district" as defined by C.R.S. § 32-1-103(9.3), and only for such period **Named Member** holds inactive special district status in compliance with the requirements of said section and C.R.S.§ 32-1-104(3)-(5).

Coverage under this endorsement ceases automatically 30 days after the date of return to active status by the **Named Member** whether or not the Colorado Special Districts Property and Liability Pool is notified; once notified the Pool will charge and collect the appropriate contribution.